
 
 

10 Steps in ~20 Pages 
Up and Running With Wild Apricot 

 
 

By Alex Sirota, Director of NewPath Consulting 
 
This guide is for executives and staff at organizations considering adopting Wild Apricot as a 
membership management system. Wild Apricot can be used for associations, religious/community 
groups, foundations/charities, conferences, subscription services and clubs of all kinds. 
 

● Best fit: Associations (individual AND businesses/institutions are members) 
○ Professional & Trade Associations 
○ Chambers of Commerce (Business Directories) 

 
● Good fit: Consumer-oriented groups (individuals/families/groups are members) 

○ Student/Alumni/PTA 
○ Sports Clubs (eg ski clubs) 
○ Condo/HOA Community 
○ Religious Community/Group 

 
● Fair fit: Nonprofits (people support a CAUSE) 

○ Political Advocacy 
○ Education and Training 
○ Foundations & Charities 
○ Digital Goods/Services Subscription Website 

 
 
This guide is not meant to be a complete all-in-one documentation of Wild Apricot (that’s here). 
This guide is rather an overview of what is realistically required to take advantage of the full 
platform. Your organization may not take advantage of all the features from day one, but we think 
you will use most of Wild Apricot to grow and ensure continued sustainability of your organization. 
 
The time estimates for each step are based on effort and are not calendar estimates. They are 
based on real-world experience from organizations who have migrated to Wild Apricot from 
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spreadsheet “hell” all the way to complex CRM/Website systems. Over time we may update these 
estimates as Wild Apricot continues to work on onboarding and management features. 
 
Moving to a commercial software product like Wild Apricot can be a demanding process. Your 
organization should have a small team of staff or dedicated volunteers who form a committee to 
help the process along. We have found that assembling a key stakeholder group that can 
continue to shepherd the project to completion is a key success factor. Here is what that group 
should look like: 
 

● A project manager, usually an executive director who understands the mandate of the 
organization and the business model 

● A website coordinator, usually a marketing director or volunteer with digital marketing 
experience 

● A database administrator, usually someone who has managed the existing database and 
has skills in data management, or wrangling data in Excel 

● A writer, usually someone who knows the mandate of the organization and can formulate 
crisp website copy and help with launch materials 

● A volunteer manager, usually someone who can recruit members who can participate in 
testing the system, usually done just before launch. 

 
This group should have up to 5 individuals, but it can be 2 or 3. The continuity of the assembled 
team from beginning to the end of a project is a must. 

Step 0: Sign up for a free Wild Apricot Account 
(10 minutes) 
Use this link to sign up, so NewPath Consulting will get a referral credit! 
 
Trial Wild Apricot accounts (which are free forever!) allow a maximum of 50 contacts or members 
and up to 1 administrative account. They also contain Wild Apricot branding in the website footer. 
Once you upgrade to a paid plan you get more contacts. If you prepay for 1 year, you get 10% off. 
You get 15% off if you prepay for 2 years in advance. The pay-as-you-go or annual software fees 
are on the pricing page. The average Wild Apricot customer uses the Community Plan (500 
contacts) and pays about $80 per month or $2 per contact, per year. The larger your contact 
database, the less you pay per contact for secure and capable management, as you would 
expect. At the Enterprise plan (maximum of 15,000 contacts) you can pay as little as $0.25 per 
contact, per year. 
 
Before you start in earnest, you can check out Wild Apricot’s quick account setup checklist and 
finances setup checklist for administrators to get a high level overview of all the features. It covers 
account administration, membership, finances, the website and events modules. This guide is 
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aimed at people who want to understand what sort of work is involved and how long each sub 
project takes to get up and running. Your mileage may vary, as these are our real-world estimates 
based on NewPath’s experience migrating customers to Wild Apricot. 

Step 1: Plan Your Contact/Member Database 
(10-20 hours) 

Membership Database Questions 
Where will the data come from? A spreadsheet? A custom database? CiviCRM or 
Salesforce.com? 
 
Do you know how to export data from your current systems, if necessary. If not do you have 
documentation on how this can be done?  
 

Membership Bundles 
What are your membership levels and renewal policies you wish to implement? Do you have 
membership bundles (eg families, group plans)? A membership bundle is a collection of members 
who are linked together and managed by one of their members – the bundle administrator. Bundle 
members share the same renewal date, status, and membership level. The entire bundle is 
charged a single membership fee, which is paid by the bundle administrator. Bundles can be used 
to offer a discounted group membership to companies, teams, or families. In order to create a 
bundle all the members of a bundle must have a field unifying them together into a bundle - the 
User ID or email address of the bundle administrator. Knowing who the bundle administrator is in 
the import file is critical. 
 
If you plan to use bundles, the database must be setup to support the “bundling” process during 
the database import. Deciding on the fields you want to introduce, cleaning your database and 
doing some test imports should be decided ahead of or in tandem with building the website. In 
fact there are some organizations that don’t use the website feature of Wild Apricot at all, and only 
use the administrative features! 
 
Do you wish to archive certain records? Wild Apricot can archive records, without charge. 
Archived records can be “revived” at a later date into active contacts or members by the 
administrator or by your contact through the website. There are technical limits on archives: know 
these limits!  
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Critical input to the planning process 
You must create an export spreadsheet of your contacts and members with all the fields you’d like 
to migrate into Wild Apricot. If you have bundles please identify which field(s) will “bundle” one or 
more contacts together into a membership bundle. You may need to find the bundle key and 
assign a bundle administrator in your legacy database to assign groups. For example, in CiviCRM 
the bundling mechanism is a “household.” 
 
Are there certain contacts with missing email addresses? Wild Apricot can turn off emailing for all 
contacts during the import to avoid accidental emails going out of Wild Apricot during migration 
and setup. This is discussed in more detail in a subsequent step. Wild Apricot has a handy 
member setup checklist too. 
 
And if you want to verify your email addresses before you load into the new database, use this 
excellent (paid) service called BriteVerity.  
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Step 2: Create a master import file  (10-50 hours) 
Wild Apricot features a very powerful data importing system. The import feature can validate your 
data, create the necessary database fields as well as do bulk updates -- all through an easy 
wizard interface.  
 
Start by building your “master import file” spreadsheet that is created based on the raw data in 
Step 1. Use Excel, Google Sheets or Pages to manipulate and get your master import file ready. 
NewPath can advise on how to use filtering, formulas and other spreadsheet tricks to get your 
data in tip top shape. Be aware that a messy database will create problems in Wild Apricot! Use 
Wild Apricot's handy checklist to check some key attributes of your master import file. 
 
When you import into Wild Apricot, the system will ask you to map your fields to the Wild Apricot 
fields already in the system. If you have a field not in the database, Wild Apricot can create any 
custom database fields during the import. NewPath Consulting recommends that you configure 
the custom fields before you import your data based on the spreadsheet columns. When you 
import into Wild Apricot if the field names in Wild Apricot are the same as the spreadsheet column 
header fields (the first row), the field mapping will be done automagically. Remember in a trial 
account a maximum of 50 contacts will be imported. 
 
Wild Apricot has contacts and members. All members are contacts, but not all contacts are 
members. Make sense? If not check out this help document to distinguish between contacts and 
members. The easy way to tell the difference is members have at most 1 membership level 
assigned, whereas contacts do not have a membership.  
 
You can create custom fields for contacts as well as members. How do you decide where custom 
fields should go? Members pay fees and have access to member’s benefits, contacts do not. 
Unarchived members and contacts can login with a password to your Wild Apricot website. 
Members inherit all contact fields as well as contact custom fields as part of their record. In 
comparison, membership custom fields are available for updating only by members and can also 
be turned on for specific membership levels. 
 
TIP: To start creating a master import file, after you define custom fields for both contacts and 
members, do an export out of Wild Apricot. The field names will be in row 1 of the export, ready to 
be converted into a master import file. This will make importing of your full database easy & 
simple! You can use this sample master import file to make simple transformations of data from 
your legacy database. 
 
TIP: Data hygiene is critical. Migration of data between systems is a perfect time to clean up your 
database and institute some new data hygiene rules. Here is an excellent description of how 
Microsoft Office (Excel in particular) can be used to clean up data. 
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Step 3: Plan your website  
(10+ hours, depends on number of pages/sections) 

Themes 
Pick a theme for your website. This website setup checklist is a great start. Choose wisely and 
check out examples of real Wild Apricot websites with each theme.  As of 2020 there are 12 main 
themes in 5 theme families. 
 

● Casefile  (2018) 
○ Designed for associations representing lawyers, jurists and advocates, the Casefile 

theme set presents a clean and professional look. 
● Kaleidoscope, Building Blocks and Tinted Tiles (2017) 

○ The Kaleidoscope theme set combines light typography and dark backgrounds with 
colorful titles and accents for an improved reading experience.  

● Showcase, Firma and Terra (2016) 
○ Designed for associations wishing to publicize an online portfolio, these themes 

make it easy to display and organize products or services.  (real estate/club/sports)  
● Homestead and Skyline  (condo/real estate), Fiesta  (food service) (2015) 

○ Designed with homeowner associations in mind, this theme works best with neutral 
or watercolor palettes. 

● Whiteboard and Bookshelf (2014) 
○ This is a simple and easy-to-customize theme, with a lot of white space, and no 

shadows or gradients, good for academic/governments/libraries. 
 
Each family of themes share the same basic user interface elements like login/logout buttons, the 
style of call to action buttons and navigation menu styles. Within each theme there are color 
palette variants, but in general you are picking one of 5 families, and then one of the themes in 
each family. Within each theme you can start with a specific color palette. There are about 60 
different starting theme/color palette variants, but the colours and fonts can be customized further. 
 
TIP: One way to select a theme is to choose a colour variation that is closest to the current 
logo/style guide of the organization. If you can find a theme and colour variation that is close, 
choose that over one of the other themes because it will take less time to customize in the future. 
 
The website builder is one of the most powerful modules in Wild Apricot, but we find it is the one 
that is least understood by administrators. There are several components that are critical to 
understand: 
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Page Templates and Layouts 
Each page in Wild Apricot uses one (1) page template. You 
cannot make a page without using a page template. Page 
templates come with each theme but can be modified to suit 
your needs. Templates are powerful because they work like a 
transparency from old school projectors. A page template is a 
“starting point” for each page. You can have an unlimited 
number of pages use each page template. And here’s what’s 
cool - if you change a page template, all the pages that use 
that template will automatically change as well. The header and 
footer of each page can be easily maintained without having to 
change each page. Usually sites are designed with a page 
template unique for the home page (Home) and then one or 
more page templates for each section of your website 
(Standard).  
 
Another useful tool in page template design is the layout. Layouts are a great way to create grids 
on page templates and pages. Learn them, and love them! 

Colours & Styles 
 
The colours & styles module is the main way you can change 
the look and feel of a template. Each theme has a set of options 
that can be changed to modify the font, sizes and colours of all 
the elements. Unfortunately you cannot change all the elements 
of a theme here and it can be confusing what element changes 
what part of the theme. 

 
 

CSS 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is the preferred way, to customize the website’s look and feel. It's 
a powerful layout and style programming language that defines how a website button, link or 
almost any website element appears. You can even use CSS to hide certain elements from 
displaying altogether. Typically, we use a bit of CSS on every single Wild Apricot website we 
build. Need a short video tutorial?  There are literally thousands of CSS classes and IDs in Wild 
Apricot themes that can be customized to suit the need of a website design. For this reason we 
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introduced the Wild Apricot Text Manager to assist with documenting and maintaining stylesheet 
changes as well as things like changing the text of labels and even support for an alternative 
langauge for the website. If you need help with CSS NewPath Consulting can help - get in touch! 
 

Mobile Responsive Layouts - Design Tips 

As you design your website, make sure you evaluate how the website works on mobile devices. 
You may find that the decisions you make in page template and page design do not work well on 
mobile devices. At NewPath Consulting, the Web Developer extension for Chrome and Firefox 
web browsers comes in handy when we test various mobile screens without having to actually 
have to use a tablet or smartphone.  
 
Your website layout and design will resemble the diagram below. The master layout is derived 
directly from your theme and includes all the colors and styles inherited from the theme settings - 
including the CSS. The page template’s gadgets define the things shared between a set of pages. 
The page then inherits the page template and contains the actual unique content for that page.  
 
Understanding this architecture is critical to having a beautiful and easy to maintain Wild Apricot 
website! 
 

 
 

What can’t be done in Wild Apricot websites? 
There is no easy way to collect information using a custom form in Wild Apricot. Custom forms 

and custom data collection processes can be implemented with external tools and embedded into 

a custom HTML gadget. 

TIP: Based on your business requirements, we use Formstack and WordPress plugins like Ninja 
Forms to add dynamic forms, collect information from website visitors and members and 
accomplish most of what Wild Apricot cannot do out of the box. An example can be an online 
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grant application or a complex event registration that has lots of conditional logic -- fields collected 
only when other fields fit a certain criteria. 
 
You cannot create “bespoke”, pixel perfect, custom designs easily. But, you can use other 
systems like WordPress. But that comes with its own challenges… 

- Selecting and designing a theme in another content management system 
- Integration of Wild Apricot gadgets to look consistent with the theme 
- Potential API integration 
- See waxm.newpathconsulting.com/wawp for more information on WordPress integration 

 
Visit our WordPress plugin gallery to learn more about WordPress options. 

Step 4: Test your master file import, again and again 
(2-10 hours) 
 
 
When you are ready to import your full database, you will most likely need to upgrade to a paid 
account. Remember archived contacts don’t count and you can set contacts to be automatically 
archived upon import. 
 
Reminder: You should import the database  the “email active” field  set to ‘No’ to ensure no one is 
emailed during migration and testing. Save yourself from being embarrassed so emails don’t get 
sent to your contacts and members before you are ready to launch! 
 
Once you have imported your database, check the membership summary report to see whether 
your membership levels have been appropriately assigned. 
 
If something didn’t go right you can delete all your imported data and start again. You can opt to 
keep all your designated administrators, but you must keep the account owner. You will most 
likely do this several times before you get it right! So be patient. 
 
When you have created your final master file import, you must do a final export from your 
production system, if any, to get latest data. You will need to update the master import file with 
any new information, delete all records from Wild Apricot and import again. 
 
Wild Apricot has a handy import checklist to validate your import process. 
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Step 5: Populate the Website Content 
(10+ hours, depends on how much content) 
 
Check out the Wild Apricot Website setup checklist 
 
Use your page templates and designs to create site pages. Usually this is done in parallel with the 
master file import process. 
 
You can modify or customize the home page template to create your template: add in your logo, 
design the header and footer. Once you are happy with your new home page template, duplicate 
it to set up your Standard Template. Your new Standard Template will be used for all your site 
pages. If you want to assign a unique page template to a set of pages (i.e.one section) this can be 
accomplished using the duplicate page template feature - and then rename the new template and 
apply it to a different set of pages. 
 
Don't forget to save your work as you go! 
 
If you want to reassign a page template to one or more pages you will need to do this individually 
for each page, so don’t go crazy creating a ton of pages until you have your page templates setup 
and are happy with them. Create the top level pages and one sub page and assign the page 
templates to these pages, making sure you are happy with the page templates. 

Pages 
NewPath suggests mapping out your website's architecture in 
Excel or in a diagram before you start designing the website. 
The diagram to the right illustrates a simple website information 
architecture. 
 
A page can be restricted for viewing by different audiences 
(public, members, administrators only). Pages can also be set 
so that they are included in - or not in - the primary navigation 
menu (i.e. the menu bar). If a page is not included in the menu, 
the page can be available to link into a Site Page's content. 
This is a powerful way to organize your website. Note there are 
also system pages that are powered by Wild Apricot that need some love too as your visitors will 
end up using them as well. Don’t forget them! 
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Use gadgets to build your page. Gadgets include regular content like text, audio and video as well 
as dynamic gadgets like the membership sign up or donation forms. The page template defines 
the standard content on a set of pages like navigation, logos and footers. A page template also 
defines the layout of each pages that uses the template, similar to a newspaper layout grid. Each 
page will inherit the page template content and layout but can also superimpose their own 
layouts and gadgets to make up the full page. 
 

 
 
 

Gadgets 
The 34 gadgets in Wild Apricot are really powerful and expose most of the functionality in the 
system to both the public and members. This is where you will spend most of your time after you 
get the page templates and pages roughed in. Placing gadgets elegantly on a page or page 
template is how you make your website come alive. There are 5 categories of gadgets: Content, 
Navigation, Community, e-Commerce and Membership: 
 

Membership Gadgets (6) 

Log in button gadget - a way for members to login to the website and access the member’s profile 

Log in form gadget - a form for members to login, used as an alternative to the login button 
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Featured member gadget - a way to feature one or more members from the member directory 

Member directory gadget - a searchable member directory 

Member location mapping gadget - an interactive map based on membership address information 

Membership application gadget - a way for visitors to join the organization 

Content Gadgets (10) 

Headline gadget - headlines can call attention to content 

Content gadget - a piece of formatted text, audio, video or button 

Custom HTML gadget - a way to insert custom Javascript, embed tags, or just your own HTML 

Slideshow gadget - an animated photo slideshow with call to action links 

Event calendar gadget - a calendar that displays a list or a calendar view of events 

Upcoming events gadget - a way to show a summary of upcoming events 

Photo album gadget - a way to display a set of photos 

Blog gadget - a chronological list of posts with date and an author 

Recent blog posts gadget - a way to show the recent blog posts from a blog 

Site search gadget - a way to search all the pages content (but not the contents of files such as 

PDFs or Word docs - see waxm.newpathconsulting.com/wadm for a solution to searching PDFs 

and other rich media) 

 

Navigation Gadgets (5) 

Menu gadget - the primary navigation menu that updates based on pages that are in menu 

Navigation links gadget - an optional navigation menu that can be manually configured 

Breadcrumbs gadget - a navigational aid to navigate a website with lots of pages, shows you 

where you are in the hierarchy 

Secondary menu gadget - a secondary navigation user interface control 

Sitemap gadget - a way to quickly see a table of contents of all pages, dynamically managed 
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Community Gadgets (9) 

Discussion forum gadget - a place for visitors to have conversations on your website 

Forum summary gadget - a summary of the discussion forums (for home pages usually) 

Forum updates gadget - displays recent comments and discussion in discussion forums 

Subscription form gadget - a way to subscribe to an electronic mailing list 

Facebook comments gadget - Facebook comment integration into your website 

Facebook page gadget - a way to insert your Facebook page into your website 

Sharing buttons gadget - a way to share content on social media quickly 

Social profile gadget - a way to display various organizational social media badges 

Polls, Elections and Surveys - a way to collect research and voting information from members 

eCommerce Gadgets (4) 

Catalog gadget - an online store for physical and digital goods and services 

Cart gadget - a shopping basket for the online store 

Donation form gadget - a form to collect donations from visitors and members 

Donation goal gadget - a way to show donation goals to incentivize visitors to donate 

 

System Gadgets 

These gadgets cannot be used on regular pages. They are part of system pages only (that start 

with /Sys/ in the URL). 

 

Access Control 

There are lots of ways to restrict access to members in the website. A page can be: 
● In the primary navigation menu 
● In a secondary navigation menu 
● In a set of navigation links 
● Not linked into any menu 
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● Available for all members 
● Accessible to members in specific membership level(s) 
● Accessible to members in specific membership group(s) 

 
Files (PDFs, MS Office documents, rich media files, zip files) can also be linked into pages and 
can be accessed by the public or by members only.  
 

Events 
 
The events module is the most powerful and feature-rich part of Wild Apricot. There are a lot of 
features to create draft events with one or more registration types. Events can be published to the 
public or restricted to various audiences. Events can be free or paid. Almost any kind of single day 
or multi-day event can be scheduled and processed in Wild Apricot. 
 
The secret to the Events module is to understand how registration types work and how custom 
fields can be used to configure the event to do exactly what you need it to do. This takes practice. 
 
Remember events are content so they can show up in the event gadgets throughout your site -- 
this is the best way to engage your membership base. Create events, invite your members and 
grow! 
 
Wild Apricot’s events setup checklist is a handy step by step to setting up events. 

Advanced Content and Member Searches & Membership Groups 
The advanced search features (contact and members) are an important feature you must master. 
This is not only a useful reporting tool, but also allows you to restrict content to be displayed to a 
specific subset of your membership. When you save these searches you can quickly use them 
over and over to create custom contact/membership reports as well as use them to restrict access 
to pages. 
 
Membership groups can be used to create groups of members (eg the board of directors). The 
membership groups can also be used to restrict access to one or more pages. 
 

Search Engine Optimization 
Wild Apricot, by default, assigns numeric links to page titles, which may not be very search engine 
friendly. You should assign better page titles and add description meta tags. Details on SEO are 
available in the Wild Apricot help. You can also add a collection of favicons so that your website is 
appropriately branded in web browsers and mobile home screens. 
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Social Media 
 
By default Wild Apricot websites are not necessarily social media friendly. Social media networks 
will infer various information about your web pages. Important information like a summary of a 
blog post, page or the featured image may or may not be properly loaded. With a social media 
optimization toolset or changing the preview image, Wild Apricot can be modified to readily 
publish OpenGraph tags that will optimize an ideal social media sharing experience. This will 
ensure that the format, image size, title and description of your post is optimized for popular social 
media platforms like Facebook. 

Configure Google Analytics and Google Search Console 
Do you know how many people visit your website? And whether your site is properly indexed by 
Google? Installing Google Analytics and Google Search Console is pretty easy. Use the Global 
Javascript option to insert the proper code for any third party tracking system. 
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Step 6: Configure Payment System (2-3 hours) 
If you plan to take credit cards for membership renewals, the online store, event registrations or 
donations, you must configure your online payment system and set it to test mode for testing. 
 
We recommend using Wild Apricot Payments if you haven’t settled on a payment vendor yet. The 
built in Wild Apricot Payments service (powered by Affinipay) is a very good system customized 
for clubs and associations. There is an extra monthly fee if you use Authorize.net, PayPal or 
Stripe in USD or CAD currency. If your primary currency is not USD or CAD dollars, Stripe is a 
good alternative and does not incur an extra monthly fee. 
 
You can also turn on offline payments which enable an invoice to be generated that can later be 
paid by cash, check or wire transfer. To accept both online and manual payments, set up your 
online payment system – you will still be able to record manual payments. Alternatively you can 
just enable offline payments and not allow credit card payments to be made online. Offline 
payments can be turned off for each membership level and for each event under registration 
types. Membership applications and renewals as well as event registrations can be paid for offline 
or with a credit card only by configuring either the membership level or the event registration 
types. 
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Step 7: Test (20 hours + volunteer time) 
This is a critical step: don’t rush your launch!  Test your website with your board of directors and a 
few members. You will welcome their feedback and have time to fix things!   This will ensure your 
members will be happy when you finally launch the website. 
 

What you should test: 
 

● Do membership signups and renewals work well? TIP: Use the incognito browser windows 
to test users that are logged out, and keep you admin view in a regular window at the 
same time. 

● Test event registrations. 
● Ensure your test online payment systems are working as advertised in test/sandbox mode. 
● Test members only pages to ensure access control is properly configured 
● Test the privacy settings for members to make sure only data you wish to show to the 

public or other members is shown. 
● Test your outgoing email settings. 
● Try out and test email marketing by creating a template and sending it to a test group 
● Try out sending email campaign to a saved search 
● Test performance and mobile responsiveness for both the public and member’s only 

pages, and fix any issues. TIP: Use Google’s Test My Site for the win! 
● Ensure that your domain name registrar control panel is easily accessible pre-launch to 

make necessary domain name record changes. 
● You should obtain a free  SSL certificate before launching under a custom domain name. 

Since Wild Apricot sites are transactional in nature, they collect private information as well 
as financial data, and therefore must be secured with SSL. You can use this free SSL 
certificate checker to check the quality of your certificate. 

 
● Assign your account administrators and assign their roles. You should have a primary and 

backup full-access administrator, and 1 or 2 website/membership administrators if you 
can. 

● Test on Mobile devices, tablets, laptops, various browsers, and desktops too! 
 
With 3 to 7 friendly and feedback-oriented members or active board members, you can run a 
usability test of your website online or in person. As a rule of thumb, you can expect to spend at 
least 10-25 hours preparing and performing a usability test for 5 people -- and that’s before you 
actually implement any of the suggestions. Thankfully with Wild Apricot, addressing usability 
issues is usually a 5-10 minute change for each change you prioritize! 
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NewPath Consulting runs usability testing during the test phase with all of our customers using 
our web conferencing solution. Results from the usability test can be implemented before launch 
and throughout the first several months (or years!) of the new website and membership system. 

Step 8: Launch (2-3 hours) 
Finally you are ready for launch! Hooray. 
Here’s how: 
 

● Assign and activate your domain name. If you are running an old site you will login to the 
domain control panel and point your domain to a new A record. There are a few more 
other domain name records you should add to avoid your email getting put into the spam 
folder. Do these steps correctly, and get help if you are unsure! 

● Check and confirm your correct  “from” and “reply-to” email address for all outgoing email. 
● Switch your online payment mechanism to “live 
● Enjoy some cake, a glass of wine and CELEBRATE! 
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Step 9: Post-launch (1-12 months) 
 
 

● Configure Quickbooks Export. If you need support for tax break out or complex sub 
account management, please checkout our Wild Apricot Quickbooks Manager. 

● Create a launch email, and send all members an introduction to your new website. You 
can use all or part of the New Member Guide. 

● There are several ways administrators can assign or encourage members to select their 
Wild Apricot  password. You can send password reset instructions to have your members 
set up their own passwords using the reset password macro in an email blast. You can set 
passwords on behalf of contacts and members during the import (although this is highly 
insecure!). You can also assign passwords when creating or updating contacts manually. 

● Document your operational plan for use by all administrators and staff. NewPath 
Consulting has some templates so get in touch. 

● As part of the operational manual, setup a password manager like LastPass or 1Password 
and record all passwords with the password manager. You should include all  Wild Apricot 
administrator accounts, domain name control panel credentials, payment gateway 
credentials, the email inboxes configured on the account and any test accounts. Domains, 
hosting services, SSL certificates, online software applications like Wild Apricot, and other 
services require having a secure managed account with one or more providers. If your 
business has only one person managing your account(s), it’s advisable to have a plan for 
when and if that person is suddenly unavailable. 

● Start recording feedback and take care of crucial issues too! You can use the new poll or 
survey gadget for this purpose or setup a contact form on your website and collect 
feedback. Prioritize what you think should be fixed right away or could wait. 

● Give the admin mobile app a try. There are iOS and Android versions that can make it 
really easy to maintain your Wild Apricot website on the go including sending email blasts. 

● Introduce the members only mobile app. Let members know on website and through email 
blasts. 

● Start reporting on your successes, and find out how to leverage the system to execute 
your organization's strategic plan. If you need assistance, NewPath Consulting has 
developed the Wild Apricot Reports Manager to help create reports that do not require 
access to the administrative portal. Get in touch with NewPath Consulting to find out more!  

 
A complete Wild Apricot migration that includes all the steps above usually takes 3-6 months to 
complete and includes equal commitment on the part of the project committee as your consulting 
vendor. You will spend at least 100 hours with most implementations taking 200+ hours. NewPath 
Consulting can charge as little as $2500 for a migration and adoption of Wild Apricot. 
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